Topical Niacinamide Announces the Official Launch of its Website
Skin whitening and blemish remover expert –Topical Niacinamide officially launches its new website that features a revolutionary product.
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia – 22 December 2012 – Skin whitening expert and blemish solution provider, Topical Niacinamide is finally
announcing the official launch of its website http://topicalniacinamide.net/ . Facilitated by beauty guru Martina Gerste, the new website is not
only an information rich source for whitening and skin care tips but it also introduces a revolutionary product that is effective and with multipurpose benefits.
Different forms of advertisements (e.g. television commercials, print ads, celebrity endorsements) and numerous beauty treatments and
products centered on skin whitening are a testimony on skin lightening craze that is prevalent in different cultures. The concept that “lighter
skin is more beautiful” is still existing amongst some thus there is an increase on the demand of producing skin whitening products.
Aside from lighter skin, blemish free or flawless skin is often the goal of men and women. A blemish free skin is deemed as healthier and
more attractive.
Erasing signs of ageing such as fine lines or preserving the “youthful glow” is one of the beauty dilemmas that is stressed and addressed by
various treatments such as surgery, botox, facial creams and more.
a
Topical Niacinamide is presenting a wonder product that can lighten your skin effectively and safely and at the same time it is the perfect
solution for a younger and blemish-free skin.
Acnessential topical niacinamide is guaranteed to whiten the skin, get rid of pimples, acne scars, and hyperpigmentation for a blemish free
skin and moisturizes and removes wrinkles and fine lines for younger looking skin.
The numerous benefits with absolutely no side effects is thanks to its active main ingredient which is 4 % niacinamide. Proven by many
studies, the use of 4% topical niacinamide cream is a great alternative to skin whitening without any adverse effects.
Niacinamide cream also has the ability to reduce the inflammation caused by acne and pimples. At the same time, through regular use scars
caused by acne are eliminated.
Wrinkles, fine lines and dry skin are also a thing of the past through Acnessential, since niacinamide is a form of Vitamin B, it can moisturize
and rejuvenate the skin bringing back the naturally smooth and vibrant skin.
The newly launched website is easy to use, information filled that discusses the benefits of Acnessential topical niacinamide cream that is not
limited to its guaranteed whitening prowess.
For more information, please visit http://topicalniacinamide.net/ .
About TopicalNiacinamide.Net
Topical Niacinamide is a fast rising whitening solution expert that aims to present an effective and multi-tasking product that not only lightens
your skin but is an effective treatment in reducing acne, scars, fine lines and wrinkles through Acnessential topical niacinamide whitening
cream.

